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THROUGH AUTOMATIC TYPECASTING



The PROGRESSIVE TREND

Automatic Linecasting Machine Operation

Bi n hundreds of newspaper and other publishing plants in the United States and

abroad, automatic operation has in recent years increased linecasting machine output of

straight matter one hundred percent or more at no increase in cost.

The remarkable spectacle of both Linotype and Intertype machines automatically turning out

400 or more slugs of type of newspaper column width, hour after hour, has been made pos-

sible by the introduction of Teletypesetter—developed and manufactured since 1932 by the

designers of world famous Teletype communication apparatus until January 1958, when

Fairchild Graphic Equipment, a Division of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., assumed

manufacture, development, sales and service of Teletypesetter equipment.
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in composing room practice

Teletypesetter operation begins on a high speed typewriter-like machine, on which tape copy

is perforated in justified lines. The tape is then fed into a mechanical operating unit attached

to the linecasting machine, which automatically casts the type. The Operating Unit is compact,

easy to install, maintain, and is built to serve with unexcelled dependability. This fact is

evidenced by numerous Teletypesetter installations now in their second decade of operation.

The next few pages tell you more about the actual application of this money-saving device to

various composing room problems.

BOOK PUBLISHERS

lively

set by Teletypesetter. Text

cheap, light, and compact.

tely and reused to obtain type

quickly for reprints.

COMMERCIAL PRINTERS

In the preparation of booklets, pamphlets,

commercial and specialty jobs, Teletype-

setter production of straight matter as

prompt service—brings greater efficiency

AT LOWER COST



TELETYPESETTER

The Operator Prepares Tape

^Jreparing tape for automatic linecasting is easy. Once you see the Teletype-

setter Perforator in action you'll understand why. It has a positive indicator for justification, a

speedy keyboard action with capacity for 900 keystrokes per minute, and a compact touch

system layout which is readily mastered.

As the operator "keyboards" the copy, every letter, character, and composing mac

function is recorded by perforations in strong paper tape. Moving pointers on the vi

counter scale indicate precisely when the line will justify. When a line is completed, a si

keystroke resets the pointer. Another keystroke perforates the signal for delivering the

and the operator is ready to proceed with the next line. There are no waits—no mecha

interruptions to slow down the skilled operator.
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OPERATOR OUTPUT INCREASES RAPIDLY

It has been found that after only two or three weeks of Teletypesetter practice,

many experienced typists are capable of setting a galley or more of type per

hour. After six months' experience most operators will produce 375 or more

newspaper lines per hour. Operators learn to read the tape very quickly and

make corrections as they go along.

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENT IS MODERATE

Most plants normally require one Teletypesetter Perforator for each Linotype

an operating unit. In larger installations the ratio

t may vary. For calculating purposes, it may be

assumed that an experienced operator will produce 400 or more newspaper lines

per hour average. In commercial shops an experienced operator will average

8,000 to 14,000 ems per hour.

Flexibility keynotes Teletypesetter operation. As

fast as the tape is punched it is automatically

wound in rolls ready for use on the composing

machine. The perforated rolls of tape containing

time copy, such as features, fillers, etc., can be

used whenever there is open time on the line-

casting machine. On periodicals, book work, etc.,

the tape can be stored after use should re-runs

be anticipated.



...TOP CAPACITY
The Tape Sets the Type

^Jutomatic linecasting is accomplished by means of the Teletypesetter Operat-

ing Unit which attaches directly to the composing machine. As the tape runs through this

unit, the mechanism "senses" the code perforations in the tape and automatically translates

them into lever movements which perform the identical functions normally carried out during

manual operation.

When punched tape is inserted into the mechanism and the control lever turned, slugs of type

are produced—steadily and continuously with a cadence and speed impossible to match by

manual operation. The machine works at its maximum speed and galleys are filled in an

amazingly short time. Lines of matrices and spacebands are assembled and delivered for

casting aufomati'ca//y. Built-in mechanical devices provide the essential safety controls. It is

customary to assign an employee to attend several machines—his duties are to place fresh

tape in the Operating Unit, remove slugs when galleys are filled, make magazine, mold, and

other machine changes. The Operating Unit does not interfere when manual operation is

desired.

**:
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and you have type!



TELETYPESETTER
is widely used in the

^f ublishers of both large and small newspapers are interested in the greatest

possible return on their dollar expenditure in equipment and personnel. They know that to

accomplish this, Linotype and Intertype machines must operate at top-rated capacity at all

Studies show that composition of news, features, classified ads, market reports, etc., normally

constitutes 65% of the composing room output of most metropolitan and many home-town

newspapers. Considering this fact, it is easy to see why today more and more profit-minded

executives are thinking in terms of Teletypesetter operation.



NEWSPAPER FIELD

Here's how Teletypesetter increases output:

The time and efforts of the operator are concentrated directly on

tasks requiring skill and dexterity — he is free from many time-

consuming routines and distractions inherent in the manual opera-

tion of a composing machine.

Automatic tape operation eliminates the peaks and valleys of stop-

and-go operation. Therefore, the machine runs continuously at its

highest output level.



TELETYPESETTER
saves money in

While Teletypesetter operation has proved to be particularly advantageous to newspaper

publishers, it also has widespread application in the commercial printing and publishing field:

Bflgnggjljpffli

by Teletypesetter. Since a single turn of the control lever automatically releases the machine for

Teletypesetter offers book publishers speed and economy as well as additional benefits from the "stored

amount of capital "frozen" in metal inventories. The tape is easier to handle, lighter, and requires far

less floor space. Technical books, full-length novels, business directories, rate and data guides, and num-

erous pocket-size editions are among items which have been effectively handled by the Teletypesetter

method.



COMMERCAL SHOP APPLICATIONS

SPECIALTY SHOPS

Teletypesetter offers unusual econ

Hon lists, classified business aired
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Teletypesetter offers a great advantage in the

ber of national magazines combine Teletypes,

simultaneous linecasting of identical copy at di

-nnnanan
Many weekly newspapers with one-machin<

personals, features, etc., daily on a perforator. The perforated tape is held unt

then the entire accumulation is run off automatically on the linecasting machine,

tape" feature saves time and money for the publisher—by freeing the compos

week for profitable job-shop work.



WIRE TRANSMISSION
TYPESETTING

Teletypesetfer offers unlimited possibilities for setting type by

wire— whether locally or across the country. For wire opera-

tion, Teletypesetfer equipment is supplemented by line appara-

tus. Perforated tape is fed into an automatic transmitter and is

msmMflMffil»!WWl
Many group newspapers today are utilizing Tele-

typesetter to simplify and speed publishing in several

different cities. Copy used in all papers of a group

punched in tape in justified line form and concurrent-

ly transmitted by wire to each paper's composing

room. There it is received on a Reperforator as a

duplicate tape and quickly converted into columns

of type. This whole operation is fast, efficient, and

economical. All offices receive the benefit of top

editorial supervision and talent—and much local

tape punching is eliminated.

w

n May Be "Local" for Speed

\N.

-

for Economy in Group



Cf Copy in Justified Lines

... BY WIRE
duplicated at the other end. If desired, a Page Printer may

also be operated in the system at either end to provide a

typed copy (caps and lowercase) of the text, line for line, as

it is transmitted or received.



Here is the TELETYPESETTER
Keyboard Perforator

THREE IMPORTANT FEATURES of the Perforator are the keyboard, the punch mech-

anism, and the indicator scale:

The keyboard has a compact touch system layout similar to (

of the linecasting machine. These set up code combination

to control the 90 channels of the linecasting machine, includini

the spaceband key and the duplex rail for two-letter mats

The top speed of the keyboard is 900 keystrokes per minut.

i keybuttons mark,
PERFORATOR KEYBOARD

The perforator automatically counts each c

tion to its width, and the cumulative total

an indicator scale. The justification range of the

indicated on the right end of the scale between

The operator ends the line by striking

keys and proceeds with the next line.

e in the tape by back spacing and using

ord, or line may be readily eliminated.

INDICATOR SCALE



\he fastest keyboard ever designed

for linecasting purposes

STANDARD PERFORATOR

Two types of perforators are in use today. For news-

papers the Standard Perforator is recommended. This

perforator is used in cases where linecasting machines

are equipped with unit fonts of matrices. In such a

font, each matrix is specially manufactured to a fixed

proportion of the em quad of the set width of the face.

These widths vary from 6/1 8 to 18/18 of the quad —
which makes possible accurate counting of all charac-

ters in the font. Unit fonts are available from either

Intertype or Linotype Companies in point sizes from

5 'A to 1 1 points. This variety of faces has been pro-

vided to meet trade demands.

MULTIFACE PERFORATOR

The Multiface Perforator is employed for book and

job composition where a variety of type faces is re-

quired. It is distinguished from the Standard Perforator

by its use of removable counting magazines which are

easily interchanged by the operator in a few seconds.

Counting magazines can be provided to count any font

indard matrices from 5 'A to 14 point. This count-

g arrangement provides counting of

atrix widths from 5/32 to 32/32 of

*/



Here is the TE LETYPES ETTE R
Operating Unit with Adapter Keyboard

MM he Operating Unit mechanically senses the tape and translates the code com-

binations into mechanical action which causes matrices and spacebands to drop and the

assembling elevator to rise when a line is completed. The Operating Unit is driven by the

intermediate shaft of the linecasting machine.

The Adapter Keyboard provides support for the Operating Unit. It has a set of auxiliary key-



operates linecasting machine
continuously at maximum speed

levers which act as the connecting link between the Operating Unit and the linecasting machine.

Essential safety devices are provided.

Operating Units are interchangeable between linecasting machines provided with Adapter

Keyboards.

An important feature of Teletypesetter is that the linecasting machine can be
operated manually the instant the Operating Unit control lever is turned "off."
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< . tettf THE OLDEST DAILY NEWSPAPER in

States, the Alexandria (Va.) Gazette-
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JUST AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION for book publishers, 15 galle

of 10 pt. slugs 121 picas long) occupy approximately 1000 cubic inches

space and weigh in the neighborhood of 300 pounds. The same copy ci

be stored in a single roll of perforated Teletypesetter tape 14 inches

diameter and weighing only 1 pound.

LONG BEFORE WORLD WAR // sever employ-
ing automatic linecasting successfully. One of these early installations v.

in the plant of the Edinburgh Scotsman. There Teletypesetter-equipped line-

foreign news and stock quotations transmitted by wire from their busy ^\
London office. The copy is received in justified line perforated tape right in

the composing room at Edinburgh. Modern, yes—but it was installed in 1934.



TELETYPESETTER
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CAN'T SEE HOW TELETYPESETTER operation saves time and money? Why
not try this . . . find out the exacf time it takes to set a galley of type manually

from straight copy. Then have your secretary type the same copy, line for

the actual typecasting process. Here you have a machine geared to produce

400 o

tained except through a

r hour- if this

AN INTERESTING ANALYSIS of the changes (and economies) aul

operation has brought to a large publication was presented by the Pub
Letter in the June 16, 1947 issue of Time magazine. In describing th

at the time setting copy at an average rate of 400 lines per hour w
than one error per 100 lines—an excellent record by anybody's star

SPEAKING OF "RECORDS," here's another

Herald and Review has complete operational re'

formance dating back more than 15 years. Thes

s Decatur (I

TELETyPESETTER (^

SO FAR, WE HAVE BEEN DOING most of the talking. If

in reviewing first-hand some actual experiences of Teletypes
today. They're yours for the asking.

A SCHOOL FOR INSTRUCTION of

personnel on Teletypesetter equi

regularly throughout the year. Customer maintenance

^. men may be enrolled for the three-week course without

charge. Advance registration is required.



QUESTIONS

and

ANSWERS

about

™@

How long has Teletypesetter been in commercial use?

What are the principal advantages of Teletypesetter?

Increased linecasting machine output.

How are these advantages obtained?

By more efficient utilization of skilled help. Operatoi

4. Does Teletypesetter offer any advantages to weekly news-
papers?

Definitely! See Pages 10, 11, 12 and 13.

5. Can classified advertising be set?

6. Can run-arounds, box scores, and tabular matter be set?

7. Is provision made for composition requiring boldface or

italics?

Installation of the TTS equipment is supervised by Fairchild pers<

instruction is given to perforator operators and maintenance m<

9. What facilities are available for further training of per-

sonnel in the maintenance of this equipment?

Fairchild provides a school for training customers' personnel in

maintenance of the equipment. (See Page 21).

10. Can a machinist of average ability master the mainte-

nance of Teletypesetter?

Yes, the average machinist adapts himself easily to the equipment.

11. Is printed matter available covering operation and main-

tenance of Teletypesetter equipment?

Yes. Fairchild furnishes complete operating instructions, service

parts catalogs, and a simple maintenance manual.
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12. Why is the Teletypesetter Perforator keyboard arrange-
ment similar to a typewriter?

This keyboard arrangement lends itself to high-speed touch op-

13. Is knowledge of the typewriter touch system advan-
tageous to become a proficient Perforator operator?

Knowledge of the typewriter touch system shortens the operator's

to concentrate his entire attention on copy.

14. Do Perforator operators require knowledge of printers'
style, etc.?

15. Can Perforator operators correct tape errors on the Per-
forator keyboard?

Errors discovered by the operator may be corrected before line-

casting. Errors getting into type may be corrected by setting a
correction tape from galley proof, or may be corrected manually

16. Can perforated tape be run more than once?

17. How many Teletypesetter-equipped linecasting machines
can be attended by one man?

Ordinarily three or four.

18. Can the linecasting machine keyboard be operated man-
ually when it is equipped with Teletypesetter?

Yes. By turning the control lever to the "off" position.

19. What are the advantages of using line equipment for
transmission of tape from Perforator operators to com-
posing room machines?

20. Can Perforator operators and machinists learn to read
the perforated tape?

%t^y^

The steady click of Teletypesetter

work in progressive plants a

nation provides ample evidt

automatic operation offers t

tion to many present-day compos

room problems.

More efficient utilization of tr

tor's time, and confinuou

speed automatic operation

possible 100% or more a

The added advantages of a

wire operation in certain fields c

obvious. As new applications are

developed, the scope of this type of

operation is constantly being broad-

ened. Elimination of duplicc

editorial and composing re

the time-saving possibility

taneous transmission of "prejustified

and "copy fitted"

distant plants— are development

which are not being overlooked t

progressive and econ,

publishers.

Whether your operations

i greater efficienc

more composing room profits, if v,

pay you to investigate the possibili

ties of MORE TYPE IN LESS TIME-
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Teletypesetter equipment and parts are

distributed in Canada by:

Canadian Linotype, Limited

675 King Street, West

Toronto 2B, Ontario, Canada

Toronto Type Foundry Company
Limited

120 Wellington Street, West

Toronto 1, Ontario, Canada

more type
in less time-

tetecott

-pi•MkCHILD GRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

FAIRCHILD DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, L.I., NEW YORK

8-9600

Chicago 2, IllinoisAtlanta 5, Geo
31 20 Maple Di

CEdar 7-9884

Los Angeles 22, Calif.

6111 E. Washington

RAymond 8-5191


